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TWIN & TRIPLE LEG MECHANICAL 
PULLER SETS
 - The professional 
tradesman’s puller choice 
of mechanical pullers

 - Interchangeable heads 
for either twin or triple leg 
assembly

 - Supplied in custom 
moulded EVA foam 
storage trays

Material Number Spread Reach Capacity

224030 75mm 60mm 1 Tonne

224040 100mm 70mm 2 Tonne

224060 150mm 120mm 5 Tonne

TWIN & TRIPLE LEG PULLER & BEARING 
SEPARATOR COMBINATION KIT
265000

 - Universal master kit ideal for various 
applications

 - Includes 75-105mm bearing separator
 - Manufactured from drop forged high 
quality steel and heat treated

 - Supplied in a blow mould storage case
 - Capacity: 10 tonne
 - Spread: 180mm
 - Reach: 425mm

 -  Makes 10 different twin/triple leg pullers, plus heavy duty 
bearing separator kit and internal extractor kit 
(comes in metal case)

 - Powered by the 1500 series hydraulic ram -  
8 tonnes of force with ease

 - Highest quality, simple to adjust, self centring 
and self locking

 - Spread: 20-250mm
 - External spread: 20-140mm
 - Reach: 250mm
 - External reach: 876mm
 - Made in England

HYDRAULIC PULLER & SEPARATOR  
MASTER SET  
155900 

ALEMLUBE AUTOMOTIVE 4.0T 
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC 2-POST 
CLEAR FLOOR HOIST 
AA402-240V 

-  I240V single phase operation
-  Lifting capacity of 4,000kg
-  Maximum lifting height  

of 2,000mm
-  Minimum lowered height  

of 110mm
-  Fast lifting time of 60 seconds
-  100mm 4WD spacers included
-  Standard height clearance | 

of 3,950mm with overall  
height of 4,140mm

RAVAGLIOLI COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLE TYRE CHANGER 
GRS926 

-  Truck Tyre Changer for both roadside  
& workshop service, suitable  
for closed vans and/or  
small workshops.

-  Controls on console
-  Hydraulic chucking table
-  Hydraulic up-down movement
-  Handles rim size from 11" to 27"
-  Also suitable for agricultural tyres
-  Manufactured in Italy

UNIVERSAL BEARING CUP INSTALLER 
HEAVY DUTY - 520MM
321095

 - Designed for installing wheel bearing cups on heavy and light 
commercial vehicles, tractors and trailer wheels from 11,000 to 
50,000 lbs capacity

 - Eliminates damage to bearing cup, wheel hub assembly to ensure 
correct seating of bearing

BEAVER JAX BOTTLE JACK
JAX0

 - Sizes: 4t, 6t, 8t, 10t, 15t, 20t
 - Wide base for stability and strength
 - Suitable for automotive, industrial and 
construction industries

 - Heavy duty, steel construction
 - Complies to AS/NZS 2693


